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INTRODUCTION 
SUPPOSE M is a compact smooth manifold whose stable normal bundle VM is trivial. 
Let F be a specific isomorphism of vM with the trivial bundle. The pair (M, F) will be 
referred to as a framed manifold. Suppose the dimension of M is 2n where n is odd, 
then, in [9] (see also [lo]), Kervaire has defined a Z/2 valued invariant K(M, F). 
Browder has shown[2] that K(M’“, F) = 0 unless n = 2’ - 1, and has given a neces- 
sary and sufficient homotopy theoretic condition for the existence of 2k+’ - 2 dimen- 
sional framed manifolds with Kervaire invariant one. It is of much interest, both in 
differential topology and, via Browder’s result, in homotopy theory to decide in which 
dimensions of the form 2’+‘-2 such manifolds can exist. 
In dimensions 2, 6 and 14, S’ x S’, S3 X S3 and S’X S’ can be framed to have 
Kervaire invariant one. In dimensions 30 and 62 the necessary homotopy theory has 
been done: the 30-dimension case is published in [13], the 62-dimension case is due to 
Barratt and Mahowald but is not yet published. The problem is unsolved in dimen- 
sions greater than 62. 
Extended power manifolds are constructed in the following manner: Let Y be a 
manifold on which the group G CC, acts freely (Z, is the group of permutations of a 
set with t elements). Let N be another manifold, then G acts on the Cartesian product 
(N)’ by permuting factors. We may form the “extended power” Yxc(N)’ which will 
always be denoted Y,(N). This is obviously based on the extended power con- 
struction in homotopy theory, a construction which has been extensively studied. 
Some of this work, and references to the origins of the ideas involved, may be found 
in Milgram’s papers [ 16-181 and Nishida’s papers [ 19-211. 
The purpose of this paper is to examine the Kervaire invariant of extended powers 
of S7, a project suggested some time ago by Barratt. 
First it is necessary to decide when Ye(N) can be framed. Define r = Y/G and let 
5 be the t-dimensional bundle Y,(R)+ Y. 
THEOREM A. Let N” be a framed manifold. Then Y,(N) can be framed if and only 
if ?? + n[ is stably trivial. (Here TX stands for the tangent bundle of the manifold X.) 
Given a framing F of N and a stable trivialisation a of 7p + nt then there is an 
associated framing of Ya(N), denoted a&F). 
This theorem, in statement and proof, is a straightforward generalisation of results 
due to Milgram [ IS]. Milgram considers the case Y = S” and G = X2. 
From now on assume Y, G and N have been chosen so that Y&N) can be framed. 
We go on to study framings of Y&N) induced by framings of iV. Let g: N + 0 be a 
map (g will be identified with an element of KO-IN) and let F be a framing of N. 
Then, as described in [23, §2] we may twist F by g and obtain a new framing gF. 
THEOREM B. Suppose G is a 2-group. Then there is a homomorphism h: KU-‘N -+ 
KO-‘Y,(N) such that 
ac(gF) = h(g)aa(F). 
The homomorphism h will be described in detail in 93. 
We come now to the main results of the paper, concerning the Kervaire invariant. 
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We will use the wreath product Zz i Zz c X4. This is a Sylow-2-subgroup of &. It is 
conjugate in & to the dihedral group D4. that is the full symmetry group of the square. 
THEOREM C. Let X be an orientable surface of genus 5, and G = x2 J &. Then G 
can act freely on X so that 
(i) X&S’) can be framed. 
Let H be the Cayley number framing of S’ and let a be any choice of stable 
trivialisation of 7_% +7[ (the notation is as in Theorem A). Then 
(ii) K(Xd(S’), a&H) = 1. 
Notes. (i) The Cayley number framing of S’ may be described as follows. Let F be 
a framing of S’ which extends over D*, and let g: S’+ SO be the map obtained from 
multiplication (on the left) by unit Cayley numbers. Then H = gF. 
(ii) Using the description of G as the dihedral group D4 one may give an explicit 
construction of the surface X. 
(iii) The theorem remains true if S’ is replaced by S3 and the Cayley number 
framing replaced by the Quaternionic framing. If S’ is replaced by S’ then Xq(S’) 
cannot be framed. 
In view of Theorem C we go on to consider the group G = ZJ&j%C Cs and ask 
whether there is a 6 manifold Y on which G acts freely so that Yc(S’) with framing 
induced by the Cayley number framing of S’ has Kervaire invariant one. The next 
theorem shows this cannot happen. In the statement of the theorem Gk C &1: is the 
iterated wreath product Gt = Zz J . . . J Cz (k copies of Zr). 
THEOREM D. Let Y be a d-dimensional manifold where d = 2’+’ - 2 - 7 - 2’. Suppose 
Gk acts freely on Y and that Yo,(S’) can be framed. Let F be any framing of S’ and a 
a stable trivialisation of TY + 75. Then if d # 2 the Kervaire invariant of the 2’+‘- 2 
dimensional manifold Yo,(S’) equipped with the framing ao,(F) is zero. 
Note that Theorem D does not assert that the Kervaire invariant of Yq,(S’) is zero 
for all framings of this manifold, only for the “natural” framings, that is those induced 
by framings of S’. Another way of expressing this is to say that we are considering 
the framed manifold Yc,(S7) as a function of the framed manifold S’. 
The line of proof of Theorem D is to use Theorem B and the change of framing 
formula for the Kervaire invariant to show that if d# 2 then the Kervaire invariant of 
Yq,(S’) with framing aok is independent of the choice of framing F of S’. It is easy 
to see from the proof of Theorem A that we may choose F so that 
K( Yok(S7), ao,(F)) = 0 and so Theorem D will follow. 
This paper is set out as follows: 81 contains the necessary generalities on the 
Kervaire invariant, 02 contains a discussion of the extended power construction, 
including the proof of Theorem A, 93 contains the proof of Theorem B. In P4 there is 
a plan of the proof of Theorems C and D, and a good deal of preparatory calculation 
is done, 65 contains the proof of Theorem C and 16 that of Theorem D. 
A large proportion of this work is contained in my Oxford D.Phil. thesis, written 
under the supervision of Elmer Rees. It is a great pleasure to thank Elmer Rees for 
introducing me to this subject and for his constant help and encouragement. 
51. GENERALITIES ON THE KERVAIRE INVARIANT 
Suppose (M’“, F) is a closed framed manifold. Following Pontryagin[l9], 
Kervaire[9], Kervaire and Milnor[lO], Browder [2] and Brown[3] we may use the 
framing to construct a quadratic function 
qF: H”M + Z/2 
(all homology groups in this paper will have Z/2 coefficients), that is 
qF(X + Y) = qF(X) + qF(Y) + x ’ Y 
where x * y stands for the mod 2 intersection number of x and y. There is a mod 2 
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invariant, the Arf invariant A(qF), associated to qF [I]. A thorough account of this 
invariant is given in [20, Appendix pp. 411-413]; A(qF) is zero if and only if qF sends 
the majority of elements of H”M to zero. 
The Kervaire invariant is now defined by 
K(M, F) = A. 
It is a framed bordism invariant. 
The first result we require is the change of framing formula due essentially to 
Brown [3, Thm 1.18, 4, p. 299, Thm 3.31. A proof of this key result is also given in [6]. 
To state the result requires some notation. Let u,+~ E H”“B0 be the universal 
(n + 1)-th Wu-class (see [2, p. 1641). Let y, = ~RV,,,, in H”0. 
1.1 THEOREM. Let (M*“, F) be a framed manifold and g: M-, 0. Let gF be the 
framing obtained by twisting F by g. Then 
(9 Q(X) = (IF(X) + x - g*h 
(ii) K(M gF) = KM F) + q&*y,). 
The second result required concerns the evaluation of the quadratic form qF on a 
class of the form Sq”y. 
1.2 THEOREM. Let (M*“, F) be a framed manifold where n = 2’ - 1 with 1 z 4. 
Suppose k = 1, 2 or 4. Then if y E H”-‘M 
k-l 
4FWkY) = &WY) * Wk-'yh 
E 
Some comments on this theorem are necessary. The hypotheses on n and k are 
sufficient for the use of this theorem in this paper. However, the theorem, as stated, is 
valid for many more values of n and k. A proof of a more general version of this 
theorem will be given in a forthcoming paper[8]. 
52. THE EXTENDED POWER CONSTRUCTION 
We will take for granted throughout this section the notation and assumptions of 
Theorem A. We begin with a proof of Theorem A following Milgram’s proof in [15] 
for the special case Y = S”, G = 2,. Let r: Y&N)+ p be the projection. 
2.1 LEMMA. 7YG(N) and ,*(,Y + n[) are stably isomorphic. 
Proof. Since N” can be framed there is an embedding N X RL C Rn+L. This gives 
an embedding j 
Y&N)+ Y&N x RL)+ Yo(R”+L). 
The normal bundle of this embedding is Y = YG(N x RL) = r*L[. Since Yo(RL’n) is 
the total space of the bundle (L + n)t it follows that T( Yo(RL+“)) = p*(rF + (L + n)t) 
where p: YG(RL’“)+ P is the projection. From the definition of the normal bundle of 
an embedding 
rYc(N) + 7r*L[ = j*p*(TY + (L + n)[). 
However pj = r, so solving this equation stably gives 
rYq(N) = r*(rY + n[). 
The projection m has a section, namely Y = Y&x) + YG(N) where x is any point of 
N. Thus 7YG(N) is stably trivial if and only if 7Y + ne is stably trivial. Therefore YG(N) 
can be framed if and only if 7Y + nc is stably trivial. This proves the first assertion of 
Theorem A. 
From now on assume that Y, G and the framed manifold N are chosen so that 
Y,(N) can be framed. We now study framings of YG(N) induced by framings of N. 
The framing F of N gives, as in the proof of 2.1, a stable isomorphism of rY&N) 
with v*(~Y + nt). Combining this with a stable trivialisation of rY + n,$ gives a stable 
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trivialisation of TYG(N), that is a framing of Y&N). We require rather detailed 
information about this framing and so we give a more explicit description of it. 
Since 5 is a bundle with finite structural group over a finite complex, it follows that 
we may choose a large integer L and an isomorphism B: Ls-* l rL (e4 will always 
denote the trivial q-dimensional bundle). The stable trivialisation a of rp + tte gives 
an isomorphism, also denoted a 
a: vkY+Ek-nr+n~ 
where vkF is the k-dimensional normal bundle of p with k large. We now get an 
embedding i: Rk-“’ x YG(R~‘“) + Rd+‘+” (d = dim Y) as follows: 
Rk-“’ x YG(RL+“) = ( E k-nr + n5) + LE - v’p + efL c Rd+li+lL. 
.-‘to (2.2) 
Let F be a framing of N, then F gives an embedding jF: N x RL-*RL+“, and so an 
embedding 
Rk-“’ x Y&N x RL)+Rk-“’ x Y,(RL+“). 
Note that Y&N x RL) = 7r*L[ so there is an isomorphism h 
(2.3) 
Rk-“’ x RIL x Y&N) - 
Ix(n*/3)-’ 
Rk-“I x Y&N x RL). (2.4) 
The composite of these three embeddings gives a framed embedding of Y&N) in 
R d+k+‘L. Denote the associated framing by a&F). 
2.5 LEMMA. The framing a&F) does not depend on the choice of tn’vialisation 
IL /3:L[-+e . 
Proof. Suppose we alter /3 by an automorphism g: ~‘~4 E’~. Stably this alters the 
embedding i of (2.2) by adding l rL and replacing i by i + g. The embedding of (2.3) 
remains unaltered. The isomorphism h of (2.4) is altered by adding l fL and replacing h 
by h + g-‘. The composite remains unaltered and so, stably, the embedding is 
independent of p. However k and L can be chosen large enough so that the 
embedding is already stable. This completes the proof. 
Next we examine how the framed bordism class of Y,(N) with framing aa 
depends on the framed bordism class of (N, F). 
2.6 LEMMA. Suppose (N, F) is framed bordant to (P, H). Then (Y&N), w(F)) is 
framed bordant to (Y,(P), a&H)). 
Proof. Let Y’ denote Y with a disjoint base point. For any pointed space X let 
XC” denote the t-fold smash product of X with itself. Given (N, F), then when the 
framed embedding corresponding to the framing a,(F) is compactified the resulting 
map between spheres factorises as follows: 
Sd+l+rLF Sk-w h y’ h G(~L+n)(r) , Sk-m h y+ h (sL)o)~ Sk-nt+,L 
IAlA&” 
where A is the compactification of (2.2), @ is obtained from compactifying the 
embedding jF: N x RL + RneL and B is obtained from compactifying (2.4). Once we 
have fixed a the homotopy class of the above map depends only on the homotopy 
class of a. By transversality the lemma follows. 
We next show that the framed bordism class of ( YG(N), aa( depends only on a 
suitable bordism class of (Y, a). Let r: G + O(t) be the permutation representation, 
that is the representation of G obtained by allowing G to permute the basis of R’. Let 
p be the bundle over BG classified by Br. Giving an isomorphism a : v”P + eke”’ + nt 
is equivalent to giving a bundle map vkF + l ‘-“’ + np, which on base spaces classifies 
the principal G covering Y + Y/G = ?. We may classify d-dimensional manifolds 
whose stable normal bundle admits such a structure up to the evident bordism 
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relation. The resulting group is denoted by RJBG; np). Transversality shows that 
R,(BG: np) z ?r$+.,(T(np)) where T(n) stands for the Thorn complex of the bundle 7. 
The proof of the next lemma follows directly from the definitions. 
2.7 LEMMA. Suppose (Y, a) and (.?,p) define the same element of SZJBG; np). 
Then (Y&N), a&F)) is framed bordant to (Z&N), P&F)) for all framed manifolds 
(N, F). 
53. THE PROOF OF THEOREM B 
We now examine how the framing aG(F) depends on the framing F, and hence 
give a proof of Theorem B. The first task is to ‘describe the homomorphism 
h: KO-‘N --, KO-‘Ye(N). Let y: Y + EG be the equivariant map classifying the free 
G-action on Y. Given g E KO-‘N form the map 
Y xc (N)’ - EG Xo(N)‘------+ EG XG (0)’ 7 0 (3.1) 
YXC(I)’ IX&)’ 
where D is the Dyer-Lashof map for the infinite loop space 0, see [5, pp. 36-411. It 
follows from the properties of the Dyer-Lashof map (see the diagram on page 39 of 
[5]) that h is a homomorphism. 
To prove Theorem B we require a concrete description of the Dyer-Lashof map D 
when G is a 2-group. This is provided by a straightforward generalisation of an 
observation in [12]. Some notation is required. Let Gk C Czk be the wreath product 
Gt = ZJ&. . . .f& (k copies of &), and let rk.,: Gk + 0(2k+L) be the representation 
defined by allowing Gk to permute the factors of (R’“)“. 
3.2 LEMMA. Let E’Gk be the l-skeleton of EGk. Then for each L * I+ 2 there exists 
a map fk,L: E’Gk + 0(2k+L) such that 
(i) fk.Lb) = fk.Lb)rk.L@-’ for &! E Gkt X E E’Gk 
(ii) The following diagram commutes, up to hnmotopy. 
A.L 
E’Gk Xck t0(2L))‘” - o(2L+k) 
f-l n 
EGk Xc,, @)*I - 0 
D 
Here jk.L is defined by 
” 
fk,L(x; A,, . . ., AY) = fk.r(x)(A, @ . * * @ &)fk.L(X)-’ 
for x E E’Gk and A,, . . ., Azk E 0(2L). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on k. When k = 1, G = & and Madsen’s descrip- 
tion of the Dyer-Lashof map, [12, pp. 237-2411, shows the result is true. We 
summarize Madsen’s work. As usual S’ with the antipodal action of X2 will be 
identified with E’Z?. For each L z I+ 1, we know that S’ is contained in the units of 
the real Clifford algebra CL. As a vector space CL has dimension 2L. The map 
fl.L: S’+ O(2L+‘) is defined as follows: Regard RzL” as CL @ CL and for (u, u) E 
CL@CL, and x E S’ C CL define fl.L(x)(a, v) = (1/~2)(x(u + u), x(u - u)). Here the 
product on the right hand side is the product in the Clifford algebra. It is clear that fl,L 
satisfies property (i) of the lemma, Madsen points out, in [12], that it also satisfies 
property (ii). 
Now assume as inductive hypothesis, that for each s < k the map fs,L: E’G,+ 
0(2L+r) has been defined for each L 3 I+ 2, with the required properties. Since 
Gk = &sGk-r it follows that E’Gk C S’ X E’Gk-.1 X E’Gk_,. For each L 3 I+ 2, L + k - 
12 I+ 2 since k 3 1. Therefore by the inductive hypothesis we have defined 
fl.L+k_l: S’+ 0(2L+k). Also by the inductive hypothesis we have defined 
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&_,.,: E’Gt_, -+ 0(2L+k-‘). Now define f;r.L: S’ x E’Gk_, x E’Gk_, + 0(2L+k) by 
fk.L(x, y.2) =fl.L+k-,(x)~k-l.L(y)Ofk_I.L(~)). Finally define fk.L to be the restriction of 
fi.~ to the subspace E’Gk. Property (i) is verified directly from the definition of fkr and 
property (ii) is verified by using the inductive hypothesis and the commutative 
diagram in Dyer and Lashof’s paper [5, p. 391. 
3.3 COROLLARY. Let G C 2, be any 2-group, and let rL: G + O(2L - t) be the 
representation obtained by allowing G to pemute the factors of (R”)‘. Let E’G be the 
l-skeleton of EG. Then for each L 3 I+ 2 there exists a map fL: E’G + 0(2L - t) such 
that 
(9 f&x) = fL(x)rL(g)-’ for g E G, x E E’G. 
(ii) The following diagram commutes up to homotopy. 
fL 
E’G ~a(O(2~))‘- O(2L * t) 
n n 
EG XG (0)’ - 0 
D 
Here fL(x; A,, . . ., A,) = fL(O(AA 0 - - - @ Al)fL(x)-‘. 
Proof. Let t = 2’l+ - - - + Zkn be the 2-adic expansion of t. Then Gk, X . * * X Gtn is a 
Sylow-2-subgroup of Z,. Since G is a 2-group G is contained in some Sylow-2- 
subgroup and since all such subgroups are conjugate we may assume G C Gk, X - * * X 
Gk,. For L 2 I+ 2 define f-: E’Gk, X - - - X E’G+ + O(ZL - t) by 
fL(Xlr* . ., xn) = fk,.L(xI) @fkz.L(x2) @ ' - * @fk..L(xn) 
for Xi E E’& where the fk,'s are given by 3.2. Now define the map fL by restricting rz 
to the subspace E’G. Property (i) is verified directly from the definition and property 
(ii) is verified using the commutative diagram in Dyer and Lashof’s paper [5, p. 391. 
Proof of Theorem B. Y is a d-dimensional manifold with a free G action and so 
the equivariant map y: Y + EG factorises as 
YT._ Ed+‘G c EG. 
Choose L 3 d + 3 such that 2L % n where n = dim N. The map fL - y’: Y + O(2L * t) 
provides a trivialisation /3 of the bundle 2=.$ over P as follows: 
/3: 2L5 = Y&R*‘)+ I’ x RzL” 
is defined by p(y; uI, . . ., u,) = fL - y'(u, @ - - . @ u,) where y E Y and ulr u2.. . ., u, E 
RZL. 
We will use this choice of /3 in forming the embedding (2.2) and isomorphism (2.4). 
Let j,: N x RtL+RZL+’ be the embedding corresponding to the framing F and let 
j2: N x RtL + RZkn be that corresponding to the framing gF. Regard g as a map of N 
into 0(2L), then j2(x, u) = j,(x, g(x)-'u). Choose a stable trivialisation a of 7p + n( and 
let i,, i2: Rk-“’ x R”2L x Yq(N)+ Rd+k+“2L be the embeddings formed using 01, j, and p, 
and (I, jz and /3 respectively. Then 
i2(ub u2,z) = idul, E(g)%)(u2), z) 
where ul E Rk-“*, u2 E R2L.‘, z E Y&N) and F(g): Y&N)-* 0(2L * t) is given by 
k7)(Y:xlv * . ., xc) = fL - y’(y)(g(x,) @ - * * 0 &))fL * Y'(Y)-'. 
Corollary 3.2 shows that i(g) thought of as an element of KO-‘Y&N) is equal to the 
element described in (3.1). This completes the proof of Theorem B. 
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44. PLAN OF TEE PROOF OF THEOREMS C AND D AND 
SOME PRELIMINARY CALCULATIONS 
We begin by fixing some notation which will be used for the rest of this paper. Let 
Y be a d-dimensional closed manifold, where d = 2”‘-2- 7 - 2’, with a free Gk 
action. In order that d be strictly positive we will assume 13 4. Assume TY + 76 is 
stably trivial (the notation is as in Theorem A) and fix once and for all a stable 
trivialisation a of this bundle. Let F be a framing of S’ which extends over the disc 
D6 and let g: S’-+ SO be the map obtained by multiplication, on the left, by unit 
Cayley numbers. We deduce from Theorem A that the 2’+’ - 2 dimensional manifold 
Yo,(S’) can be framed. Let B be the framing of this manifold induced by F, that is 
B = aa,( Then from (2.6) we see that (Yo,(S’), B) is a framed boundary and 
therefore 
K( Y&S’), B) = 0. (4.1) 
Note that KO-‘S’= 2 and the map g represents a generator of this group. Recall 
the homomorphism h: KO-‘S’+ KO-‘Yo,(S’) described in 03 and the definition of 
Y&I in HZ’-‘0 given before (1.1). 
4.2 LEMMA. The following are equivalent: 
(i) There is a framing @ of S’ such that K(Ya,,(S’), a~,(@)) = 1. 
(ii) K(YG~(S’), a~,(gFN = 1. 
(iii) qe(h(g)*yz’_‘) = 1. 
Proof. Every framing @ of S’ is of the form (mg)F for some integer tn. Using 
Theorem B, 1.1, and 4.1 we deduce 
K(YoJS’)> oc,(mgE)) = qB(h(mg)*yz’-1). 
since by definition B = aG,(F). Now y, = Rv.+~ E H”0 where u.+’ is the Wu-class. 
Therefore if f: X-, 0 is a map it follows that (mf)*y. = mCf*y,). Therefore if m is 
even h(mg)*yz’+ = 0 and if m is odd h(mg)*y,‘-’ = h(g)*y21_‘. The lemma now follows. 
The plan of the proof of Theorems C and D is as follows: Lemma 4.2 shows we 
only need compute qe(h(g)*y21_l). A calculation due to Kochman[ll] enables us to 
compute h(g)*y21_‘. We next show that there are classes u E H2L2Y~k(S7) and v E 
H2”5Y~k(S7) such that h(g)*y2i-l = Sq’u + Sq4u. We now use (1.2) to compute 
qB(Sq’u + Sq4v). Lemma 4.2 shows that we will have dealt with all induced framings 
of Yc,(S’). 
The main purpose of this section is to prove the following theorem. 
4.3 THEOREM. Assume 13 4, then there exist classes u E H2’-’ YGk(S7) and v E 
H2’-5Yak(S7) such that 
h(g)*(y+‘) = Sq’u + Sq4v. 
It is convenient to factor h(g). For spaces X define E2X to be the space 
S” Xx1 (X x X) where 22 acts antipodally on S” and by switching factors on X x X. 
The space E2X is a functor of X in an obvious way. We make the following 
identification 
EGI,XGk(X)2’=E2...E2X (k ~52’s) 
= E:X. 
Write Ez”X = X. Now define maps 
gl,: E2’S7 + SO 
inductively by setting go = g: S’ + SO and defining gk to be the composite 
(4.4) 
E:S’ = E2(E:-‘S’) - E2SO - SO. 
Ez(B~-,) D 
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where D is the Dyer-Lashof map for SO. Then using the diagram on p. 39 of Dyer 
and Lashof’s paper[5] it follows that h(g) factors as 
Y XGL (S’)‘” - EG,, xGk (S’)*” = E:S’ - SO 
rxGr.clP 
(4.5) 
8k 
where y: Y + EGk is the equivariant map classifying the free GI, action on Y. 
Most of our subsequent calculations are carried out in the ring H*EzkS7. First we 
record the structure of H*E2X. This consists simply of well known results see 
[5, 14, 15, 19-211. 
Let W be the usual resolution over Z/2 of & by free X, modules, that is 
W. = 2/2[2,] with generator e,, and the differential is determined by ae. = e,,_l + Te,,-, 
where T E C2 is the non-trivial element. Let X be a C.W. complex then form the 
cochain complex C = W*& H*X @ H*X. where x2 acts on H*X@ H*X by 
T(a @ b) = 6 @a. The co-boundary homomorphism is determined by 
6(e” @ x @ y) = en+’ @(x @ y + y @ x), where e” E Horn (W,,, Z/2) is dual to e,. Then 
H*C = H*E2X, see [5, Lemma 2.41. We abuse notation and write e” @x@x for the 
cohomology class of this cocycle. We write [x, y] for the cohomology class of the 
cocycle 1 @ (x @ y + y @ x). Note that [x, y] = [y, x] and [x, x] = 0. 
Let {xi, x2,. . .} be a basis, of homogeneous elements, for H*X, then a basis for 
H*E2X is provided by the following elements: 
e” @Xi@X;, n >O; [Xi, Xi19 i# j. 
Products in H*E2X are determined by the following formulae: (see for example [IS, 
p. 391, 
(e” @x @ x)(e” @ y @ y) = en+m @ xy @ xy 
(e” @x @ x)[y, z] = 0, ifnal 
(10 x 0 X)[Y* 21 = [XY. x21 
(4.6) 
[x9 Ylb, VI = 1x4 YVI + [xv, YUI. 
Let f: X + Y be a map, then (Ed)*: H*E2Y + H*E2X is determined by the 
formulae; 
(Ef)*(e” @ x @ x) = e” @ f*x @ f*x 
U~)*[Y, 21 = V*y, f*zl. 
There are various natural maps associated to E2X; 
j: XxX+E2X is the natural inclusion 
r: ErX+ BZ, is the natural projection 
t: H*(S”xXxX) + H*E2X is the transfer map associated to 
the covering S” x X x Y + E2X. 
In cohomology these maps are determined by the following formulae; 
j*(e” @x @x) = 0. if n>O 
j*( 10 x @ x) = x @ x 
j*]x, ~1 = x 0 Y + Y 0 x 
7r*e” = e” @ 10 1 
t(1 0 x 0 y) = [x, yl. 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
Finally the action of the Steenrod algebra is determined by the following formulae; 
(see [15, p. 401 and also [19, 21, p. 7161) 
forxEH”Xandka1 
Sq’(eL @ x @ x) = C (” :_“, i)er+k-2i @ Sq’x @ Sq’x, 
ia0 
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for x E H”X 
Sq’(l@x@x) = g (tnI;i)e,-2i @ sq’x @ sq’x +pGzt,, [Sq’-‘x, Sq’xl* (4.10) 
for x, y E H*X 
Sq’[x, Yl = ,& [w-k SdYl. 
In (4.10) where the limits of the summation are not explicitly given then the sum is to 
be taken over all values of i for which the summand makes sense. 
Now suppose X is an infinite loop space, then there exists a map D: EzX+X 
such that Dj: X X X+X is the multiplication in the H-space X. Therefore 
(Dj)*: H*X+ H*X @ H*X is the comultiplication v’ in the Hopf algebra H*X. 
Since X is homotopy commutative 
q(x) = 2 @ z + 2 (x: @ x’i’+ x’i’ @ x:), for xEH*X. 
i 
Dual to the Dyer-Lashof homology operations in H*X there are the Dyer-Lashof 
cohomology operations Q:: H”X+ H”-‘X. They satisfy the following formula. Let 
x E H “X, then 
D*x = c ezk-” 0 Q”,x 0 Q”,x + T [x:, x’i11. (4.11) 
n siZku2n 
Kochman has computed these operations in H*SO. To state his results let 
w,+~ E H”+‘BSO be the universal Stiefel-Whitney class and let a, = fiwn+i in H”S0. 
4.12 THEOREM. (See Kochman’s paper [ 11, p. 107, Thm 5.21. 
r-l 
Q:ak = k _ r ( > ak-r 
Our first task is to compute h(g)*y2~_, where y2~_I =~Iu,J (u, is the universal 
Wu-class). From (4.5) this involves computing g1:y21_, and so, from the definition of gk 
(see 4.4), computing D*y21_, where D is the Dyer-Lashof map for SO. We therefore 
need to compute Q;y,c_,. Now it is known that 
(i) u21 = w21 + decomposables 
(ii) un is decomposable if n f 2’ 
(iii) If a E H*BSO is decomposable then Ra = 0. 
Therefore y2q = a21_1. The computation of Q;y21_, is completed using the following 
lemma whose proof is left to the reader. 
4.13 LEMMA. Let k = 2p - 1, rhen 
( > 
LI t = 1 mod2 if and only if k-r =2”- 1 
with q < p. 
4.14 COROLLARY. Let D: E2S0 --, SO be the Dyer-Lashof map. Then 
D*y+l = [l, y+l] + x CZ~‘-~~“+’ @ yt--1 @ yzm-1. 
IsmG-I 
Proof. Since y2!_l = 00~1 it follows that Y(y+,) = yzi-, @ 1 + 1 @ y2c_,. This ac- 
counts for the term [I, YZCI]. The rest of the expression is accounted for by the 
description of D* in terms of the operations Q;, the observation that y21_I = a2j_l and 
(4.12) and (4.13). 
Recall the map gl, defined in (4.4). Define a cohomology class zk.[ E H2’-‘EzkS7 by 
2k.l = &h-l* (4.15) 
By definition go: S’+ SO is just a generator of KO-‘S’. Therefore, if we define 
u E H’S’ to be the non-zero element, we have 
20.1 = 0 if 123 
20.3 = (+ in H’S’. 
(4.16) 
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We describe the classes 4.1 in H *‘-‘E2’S7 inductively on k. To formulate this result 
some remarks on the cohomology of EzkS7 are required. Observe that EzkS7 = 
E2(E2’-‘S’). We always write H*EzkS7 as H*E2X where X = Ezk-‘S’. 
4.17 LEMMA. In H *‘-I EZkS7 = H *‘-I Ez( Ez~-‘S’) 
I-I 
Zk.l = [I, Zk-',/I + mz3 e *'-*"+'+I @ Zk-,.m @ Zk-I,,,,. 
Proof. When k = 0 this is just (4.16). The general case follows from the definition 
of Zk.1 as g:y2~_,. the factorisation of gk as D * E2gk-,. Lemma (4.14) and the formulae 
(4.7). 
Now let 7: Y xGk (S’)*’ + E2’S7 be the first map in (4.5). Then, of course, 
h(g)*y2'-I = y*ghZ'-I = y*ZkJ. 
The proof (4.3) is completed by choosing classes, for 13 4, ck,’ E Hz’-*E2’S7 and 
b k.1 E HZ’-‘EzkS7 such that 
Zk., = Sq'ak.1 + Sq4bk.,. 
The class &.I E H*‘-*E2(Et-IS’) for I 3 4 is defined inductively on k, by the 
following formulae; 
a0.r = 0 for all 12 4 21-2 7 inH S. 
at.4 = [I, ak-I.41 + 1 @ Zk-1.3 @ Zk-1.3 in H 14E2( E2L-‘S7) 
l-l (4.18) 
&,I= 11, ak-l.,l+m~4 e2'-2m+'@Zk-'.m@Zk-'.m 
for 12 5, in HZ’-*E2(E:-IS’). 
The class bk., E H*‘-‘E2(Et ‘-IS’) for 1 B 4 is defined inductively, on k, by the 
formulae; 
bo.’ = 0 for all 13 4 
in H*‘-~S’ 
bk.4 = 0 in H”E2(E2’-IS’) (4.19) 
bk.r = [I, bk-‘.‘I -!- f~?*‘-‘~ @ zk_‘J @ Zk-I.3 for 12 5 in Hz’-sE2(E~-‘S7). 
Before showing that ak.1 and bk., have the required property we need a preliminary 
lemma. 
4.20 LEMMA. Sq’g, = Sq*q’ = 0, where 41 is the cfass in H2’-‘E2kS7 defined in (4.15). 
Proof. The proof is typical of several calculations we will do. We proceed by 
induction on k using (4.16) and (4.17) and the fcrmulae (4.6)-(4.10). When k = 0 the 
result is obvious from (4.16). In general we compute Sq’zk.’ using (4.17) and (4.10). 
%'Zk., = fly Sq'Zk-I.,]+ g3 (2'~2m)e2,-2m+'+2@ Zk_',,, @ Zk+,. 
I m 
By induction Sq’zk_‘.’ = 0. Further (2-2) 1 = 0 mod 2 and so Sq’zt.’ = 0. 
We now compute Sq*zkJ using (4.17) and (4.10). 
sq*Zk., = 11, sq2Zk-l.,l+~3 {(2'~2m)e2'-2m*'+3@ Zk-I,,,, @ Zk_'.m 
+ 2’ - 2” - 1 
0 > 
e*‘-~m+I+, 
@ Sq'Zk-l.m @ Sq'Zk-l,m . 
I m 
By induction Sq*&-‘J = 0 and Sq’&_‘., = 0. Further (2-2 > 2 sOmod and so 
sq*.&J = 0. 
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4.21 LEMMA. With the above definitions, zk., = Sq’ak., + Sq’bk., in Hz’-‘EzkS7, for 
1 a 4. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on k. When k = 0 the result is trivial for referring 
to (4.16) we see that for I 3 4, &,I = 0 and referring to (4.18) and (4.19) we see that for 
I 2 4, a0.’ = 0 and bo,, = 0. 
We now do the case 1 = 4. Referring to (4.18) for the definition of ok,4 and using 
(4.10) we see that 
Sq’ak.4 = 11, Sq’ak-‘.4]+ 
7 
0 
1 e @ zk-I.3 @ zk-I.3 + [Sq'zk-',39 zk-I.31 
= [l,Sq'ak-l,41+ e@zk-l3@zk-l.3 
since 
7 
0 1 
E 1 mod 2 and by (4.20), Sq’zk-I.3 = 0. 
Referring to (4.19) for the definition of bk,4 we see bt4 = 0. 
Now using (4.17) in the case I = 4 we see that 
.&.4= 11, zk-1.41 + e @ zk-I.3 @ Zk-1.3 = Sq'ak.4. 
This proves the lemma when I= 4. 
For 1 > 5 we compute Sq'ak,' and Sq’bk., using (4.18) (4.19) and (4.10): 
Sq’aL’ = [I, Sq’ok-I.‘] + ig4 (” -7 - l)e2“2m+‘+‘~~~_‘~m~~~-‘.~ 
+ [sq'zk-I.'-', zk-I.,-'~* 
(The term [Sq’zk_‘.‘-I, &I.‘-I] comes from Sq’(1 0 zk_‘.‘_’ @ zk_‘J_‘).) However the 
binomial coefficient 
( 
2’ - 2” - 1 
1 > 
= 1 mod 2 and Sq’&_‘.‘_ = 0 by (4.20) and so 
I-I 
Sq'ak.1 = [I, Sq'ak-I.']+ mz4 f?2'-2m+'+' @ zk-l.m @ zk-I.,". 
Next we compute Sq4bt, for 1 Z= 5 
Sq’bt, = [ 1, Sq’bk-‘.,I + 
( > 
2’ ; l2 e2’-” @ &‘J @ &‘J 
+ 2’- 13 
( > 2 
ezf_,, 
@~q'~k-l.3@~d~k-I,3 
+ 2'- 14 e*‘-,9 
( > 0 
@~~2~k-l.3~~~2~k-l.3* 
Now 2’- 12 
( > 4 
= 1 mod 2 and by (4.20), Sq’zk_‘,3 = Sq2zk_‘,3 =0, therefore 
Sq’bk., = [ 1, Sq4bk-I.,] + e”-” @ i&-,3 @ i&-1.3. 
Adding Sq’ak,’ and Sq4bt, and using the inductive hypothesis to show that 
11, Sq’ak-I.‘] + [I, sq’bk-‘.‘I = [I, Sq'ak-I,, + Sq'bk-l.,] 
= [I, zk-I.,] 
gives the following equation 
I-I 
Sq'ak., + Sq’bk.’ = 11, irk-‘.‘] + x e2’-2m+‘+’ @ zk_‘.,,, @ zk+,. 
In=3 
The left hand side of this equation agrees with the expression for zk.’ given in (4.17). 
This completes the proof of (4.21). 
We have now completed the proof of (4.3) for writing 7: Yc,(S7)+ EzkS7 for the 
first map occurring in (4.5) we see, referring to (4.4) and (4.5) that 
h(g)*yz’-‘= ?*dYz'-I= r*h.r) = r*(Sq'ak.'+ Sq4bk,,). 
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Now take the classes u and u of (4.3) to be 
u = v*ak.‘. u = y*bk.,. 
$5. THEPROOF OF THEOREM C 
We begin by constructing the surface X with its free G = Z,_f & action, and 
showing that X&S’) can be framed. We then use the calculations of 44, in the case 
1 = 4, to show that X,(S’) can be framed to have Kervaire invariant one and to 
identify this framing. Throughout this section G = zz J Cr C X4. 
Note that BG = &(Bx.,). Recall H*B 2, = Z/2[e] where e E H’B& is the non-zero 
class. We use the notation of (4.6H4.10) to describe H*BG. 
Let # stand for connected sum and define the surface X by J? = P # T where P is 
the projective plane and T is the torus S’ x S’. We define a map J? + BG. First define 
a: P + BG to be the composition. 
P c BC,- B& x BZ:, - EzB& = BG. (5.1) 
iI i 
where i’ is the inclusion of the first factor and j is the inclusion defined in (4.8). 
Let A: BZz+ B&X B& be the diagonal. Note that the map 1 X A: S”X B&+ 
S”x BZz x B& is xi2 equivariant where x2 acts on S” x B& by the product of the usual 
action on S” and the trivial one on BZz, and Z, acts on S” X BZz X BZz by T(x, y, z) = 
(-x, z, y) where T is the non-trivial element of Z,. Dividing out by 22 gives the map 
1 x szA: B&x B&+ BG. 
Now define b: T + BG to be the following composition: 
TcB&xB& - BG. 
’ xx2A 
(5.2) 
Finally define c: X + BG to be the composite 
x-+P v T+BG (5.3) 
where the first map is the collapsing map. 
Let X be the total space of the principal G covering induced by c. Then it may be 
checked that X has genus 5. Clearly X has a free G action and X/G = X. 
Before proceeding any further we need to establish some notation for I-I*_% 
H’l?=H’P+H’T=Z/2+2/2+2/2. 
Let u E N’X be the generator coming from H’P and xl and x2 those coming from 
H’T. Then 
and 
u2 = X’XZ # 0, UX’ = UX? = 0. 
5.4 THEOREM. The manifold Xo(S’) can be framed. 
Proof. With the notation of Theorem A we need to show that TX + 75 is stably 
trivial. Stable bundles over a surface are classified by their Stiefel-Whitney classes. 
We will prove the theorem by showing W(rX) . (W(e))‘= 1 where W stands for the 
total Stiefel-Whitney class. Note that W(rJ?) = 1 + u + u’. 
Let p be the bundle over BG classified by Br where r: G + O(4) is the permutation 
representation of G c X4. Then 5 is just c*p. We compute a*p and b*p where a and b 
are defined in (5.1) and (5.2). 
By definition G is the subgroup of ZJ generated by the permutations 
(12). (34) and (13)(24). 
Let i’: &x X2+ G be the inclusion of the subgroup generated by (12) and (34). Then 
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j = Bi,: B&X BZz+ BG where j is the map occuring in (5.1). Let iz: I& X I&-, G be 
the inclusion of the subgroup generated by (12)(34) and (13)(24). Then 1 XI,A = 
Biz: B&X B&+ BG where 1 X s,A is the map occurring in (5.2). 
Let s: &-P O(2) be the permutation representation. Then ri’: SZ X &+ O(4) is just 
the direct product s x s. Thus j*p is classified by Bs x Bs. However Bs classifies the 
bundle H + l ’ where H is the Hopf line bundle over BZ,. Thus j*p = 
(H + 9’) x (I-I + E'). Therefore 
a*p= Hz+c3 
where Hz is the Hopf line bundle over P’. 
The representation ri2: X2 x C2 + O(4) is equivalent to the external tensor product 
s 0s. Now (1 xr,A)*p is classified by B(&) and therefore (1 Xy,A)*p = (H + E’) 
where @ stands for the external tensor product. Therefore 
b*p=(H,+d)@(H,+e’)=H,@H,+H,@d+~‘@H,+d@d 
where H, is the Hopf line bundle over S’. 
A straightforward calculation now gives 
W(a*p) = 1 + u, W(b*p) = 1 +x,x2. 
Therefore we deduce 
W(6) = w(c*p) = 1+ U + x,x2 = 1+ U + u*. 
Finally W(T_%). W(5)’ = (1 + u + u*)~ = 1 and the result follows. 
Note. The above argument actually shows that 7X + kt is stably trivial if and only 
if k = 3 mod 4. Therefore X,(N) can be framed if and only if dim N = 3 mod 4, in 
particular Xd(S’) can be framed but Xd(S’) cannot be framed. 
We now summarize the information required from 44. The notation is that 
described at the beginning of 04. Note that the Cayley number framing H is just gF, 
and so, as in (4.2) 
K(X,(S’), ~G(H)) = %dhk)*Y's). 
Referring to (4.5) we see that h(g) = g2y where 7: XG(S’)+ Ez&S7, and g2 is 
defined in (4.4). Therefore referring to (4.15) 
h(g)*Y,S= y*zz.4 
where z2 4 E H 14E E S’. 
Retail that u G Z!I’S’ is the non-zero element, we need the following cohomology 
classes 
a ,.4= l@U@@ in H’4E2S7 see (4.18) 
z 1.3 = [I, ul in H7E2S7 see (4.16) and (4.17) 
a 2.4= [I, al.41 + 10 z1.3 @ 21.3 in H14E2E2S7 see (4.18) 
bu = 0 in H “E2E2S7 see (4.19). 
According to (4.21), z?,~ = &~‘a~.~. (Note this is easily checked in this case). Therefore, 
according to (1.2) 
qB(?*z2.4) = ?*(a2.4 ’ Sq’a2.4). 
The proof of Theorem C is completed by proving the following result. 
5.5 THEOREM. With the above notation 
T*(a2.4 - Sda2,4) # 0. 
Proof. First we expand az.4. Sq2a2.4 using (4.6) and (4.10). From (4.10) 
Sq2a2,4 = [l, Sq2al.41 +ez @ zl.3 0 zl.3. 
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Using (4.6) we deduce that 21.3 * zIJ = 0. A further application of (4.6) gives 
a2.4 - Sq2a2.4 = Ia1.4. Sq2ab41 +[I. al.4 - Sq2ak41 + 121.3 - a1.4, ~1.3 . Sq2a,.,l. 
Next using (4.10). we compute Sq’a,, 
Sq2a1.4= e’@a@cr in H “E2S7, 
and, therefore, since u2 = 0 in H14S7, we deduce from (4.6) that 
al.4 - Sq2at.4 = 0 in H”E2S7 
21.3 - al.4= 0 in Hz’ E2S7. 
Therefore we have shown 
a2.4 - ss’a2.4 = Lal.4, Sq2a,.41. (5.6) 
For ease of notation write a = a IA = 10 u @ u in H “E2S7. Also write f E H’E$’ 
for the class f = e @ 1 @ 1. A further application of (4.6) gives 
[a,Sq2al=(1@a@a).[1,f]’ in HmE2ErS7. (5.7) 
We will have proved the theorem if we can show that 
?*(l @ a @ a) * (?*[I, f]>‘# 0. (5.8) 
We first show that (y*[l, f])2 is non-zero. Consider the commutative diagram 
X&S’) L E2E2S7 
X- EzB&= BG c 
where 7~ and p are the projections and c is defined in (5.3). Observe that p = E2(q) 
where q: E2S7+ BC.2 is the projection. It follows from (4.6) and (4.7) that 
p*[l, e12 = 11, fl’. 
From the definition of c we get c*[l, e] = u. Therefore 
y*[l, f12 = y*p*[l, e]‘= 7r*c*[l, e12 = 7r*u2. 
However u2 is non-zero in Hz2 and 7r*: Hz%+ H2X,(S7) is obviously an 
isomorphism. Thus 
y*[l, f12# 0. 
To show y*( 1 @a @a> is non-zero consider the commutative diagram 
(s7)4 = (s7)4 
4 
1 1 k 
XdS’) - EzEz.5’ 
f 
where k, and k2 are the inclusions. The map k, can be factorised as follows 
(S’ x S’) x (S’ x S’) - 
ilXil 
EzS7 x EzS’ i_’ Ez( EzS’) 7 
where jr is the inclusion of S’ x S’ in E2S7 and j2 is the inclusion of E2S7 x E2S7 in 
E2E&“. Using (4.6) and (4.7) we see that 
k:T*(l @a @ a) = k:(l @ a @ a)= jta@jya = u@u@cT@~, 
which is the non-trivial element of H28(S7)4. Therefore 
r*(l @ a @ a) # 0. 
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To complete the proof of (5.5) note that r*: H*X+H’Xo(S’) is an isomorphism 
and so H*Xo(S’) = Z/2. By the Poincare duality theorem H”X,(S’) = Z/2. As we’ve 
just shown ~*[l,f]* and y*(l @ Q @ a) are the non-zero elements in their respective 
cohomology groups and so, again by the PoincarC duality theorem, the product 
y*[l,f]* - y*( 10 a @ a) must be non-zero. By (5.8) this completes the proof of (5.5) 
and therefore completes the proof of Theorem C. 
Referring to note (iii) after Theorem C it is clear that the above proof with only the 
obvious alterations shows that the 14-dimensional manifold Xq(S’) can be framed to 
have Kervaire invariant one. As pointed out after the proof of (5.4), the 6-dimensional 
manifold Xc(S’) cannot be framed. 
Referring to the discussion before Lemma 2.7 and that lemma, it can be shown 
that R,(BG; kp) = Z/2 if k = 3 mod 4, where G = x21 2,. Therefore the framed 
bordism class of Xq(S’) with framing induced by the Cayley number framing of S7 
has order 2. 
06.THE PROOF OF THEOREM D 
The notation used is that established at the beginning of 84. We begin by 
summarising the information required from 94. 
From (4.2), the 2’+’ - 2 dimensional manifold YGI,(S7) equipped with a framing 
induced by a framing of S’ has Kervaire invariant one if and only if qe(h(g)*y21_‘) = 1. 
now from (4.5). (4.15) and (4.21) 
h(g)*Y*'-' = +*g:Y*,-'= q*z&.r = ~*G?'ak., + Sq'bk.,)v 
where at, is defined in (4.18), bk,’ is defined in (4.19) and f: YGk(S7)+ EzkS7 is the first 
map occurring in (4.5). 
Using (1.2) we see that 
qs(h(g)*Yz,-d = y*Ak., 
where At,’ E H *“I-*Et’s7 is the class 
At., = at.1 * s&k,, + bk,, * S&k., + Sq'bk,, * Sq'bk,, 
+ Sq*bk.r . Sdbk., + Sdh,, * S45bk,r + Sq 'ok.' * Sq'6k.r. (6.1) 
The main result of this section is the following theorem. 
6.2 THEOREM. If 2’+’ - 2 - 7 * 2k > 2 then the class AL,’ is decomposable over the 
Steenrod algebra. That is Ak,’ = ZaiXi where the ai’s are stable primary cohomology 
operations with strictly positive degree. 
Proof of Theorem D assuming (6.2). Yok(S7) is a framed 2’+‘- 2 dimensional 
manifold and so all stable primary cohomology operations with strictly positive degree 
taking values in HZ’+‘-* Yot(S7) are zero. Therefore y*& = Zaiy*Xi = 0. 
We now prove (6.2). We will use the notation implicit in (6.1) without further 
comment. The proof is a long but straightforward calculation using (4.6)-(4.10). 
6.3 LEMMA. 
Sq'fbk,, * Sq'bk,,) = sq'bk.1 * sq'bk,, 
Sq'(Sq*bk., * Sq5bk.,) = Sq3bk.i * Sq'bk.,. 
Proof. Immediate from the Cartan formula and the Adem relations for the 
Steenrod squares. 
6.4 LEMMA. 
Sq'(ak., ' Sq'bk.,) = Sq'ak., ' Sq'bk.,. 
Proof. By (4.21), Sq4btr = zk.’ + Sq’ak,‘. Now (4.20) and the Adem relation 
Sq’Sq’ = 0 show that Sq’(Sq’bt,‘) = 0. The result follows from the Cartan formula. 
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6.5 LEMMA. 
Sq*bk., = Sq’bt,, = 0. 
Proof. If 1 = 4 then bt4 = 0, see (4.19), and so the result is trivial. Therefore 
assume 1 Z= 5. If k = 0 the result is trivial since referring to (4.19) we see that bo., = 0. 
We proceed by induction, using the definition of bk,, (4.19), and (4.10): 
Sq’bk.1 = [l, Sq*bk-,.,I+ 
By the inductive hypothesis Sq*b _ k ,., = 0 and by (4.20) sq’zk_,J = 0. Finally 
2’- 12 
( > 2 
=Omod2andso 
Sq*bk., = 0. 
That Sq*bk., = 0 follows from a similar sort of induction using (4.10), (4.20) and the 
extra facts that sq’zk_,.3 = sq4zk_,.) = 0. 
Lemmas 6.3-6.5 show that 
Ak., = ak., * sq*ak., +  &., (6.6) 
where Bk., is decomposable over the Steenrod algebra. We first deal with the case 
1 = 4, and since 2’+’ - 2 - 7 * 2k > 2, we must therefore have k = 1. The argument given 
at the beginning of (5.5) shows that u,.~ - Sq*u,, = 0. Therefore (6.6) shows that A,.4 is 
decomposable over the Steenrod algebra and so (6.2) is verified in the case I = 4. 
For the rest of this section assume 12 5. 
6.7 LEMMA. 
atI * %?*ak., = [at- I.,, sq*ak-,,,] +  [at-,,, ’ Sq*ak-I.,, 11 + [zk _,,,_, . Sq*ak _,J, zk- ,J-, ] +  CkJ 
where CL, is decomposable over the Steenrod algebra. 
Proof. From the definition of ak.1 and (4.10) one checks that 
I-I 
&*ak., = [I, Sq*ak-I.,] +  ms4 e2’-2m+‘+2 @ zk-1.m @ zk-1.m 
(recall 12 5). The rest of the calculation is a straightforward exercise in the use of 
(4.6). It turns out that 
c,., = C e21-2m+l+, 
( 
I-l 
m=4 
@ Zk-1.m %k-L-)’ 
which is decomposable over the Steenrod algebra. 
6.8 LEMMA. 
sq*bk-I.,-, ’ ak-I.,, zk-,.,-,I = [zk-,.I-, . Sq*ak-,A zk-,.,-I]. 
Proof. This is left as an exercise using (4.10) and (4.20). 
Lemmas 6.3-6.8 show that in HZ”‘-*E2’S7, for 12 5, 
At/ = ok.1 ’ Sq*ak,, = [ak- 1.1, Sq*ak-,.,] +  [ak-,J . sq*ak- 1.1. l] (6.9) 
module decomposables over the Steenrod algebra. 
We now prove the following result. 
6.10 PROPOSITION. If 1 a 5 then [uk-l.,, Sq’uk_,.,] is decomposable ouer the Steenrod 
algebra. 
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Proof of (6.2) assuming (6.10). The case 1 = 4 has been dealt with after (6.6) so 
assume 1 B 5. Then (6.9) shows that Ak, is decomposable over the Steenrod algebra if 
and only if uL1 - SqZat, is decomposable over the Steenrod algebra. However (6.9) and 
(6.10) together show that QJ - Sq*a,, is decomposable over the Steenrod algebra if 
a&l.1 * sq*ak_l.l is decomposable over the Steenrod algebra. Now an obvious induction 
starting from the fact that aal = 0 for I 2 4 (see 4.18) completes the proof. 
To prove 6.10 we need to introduce some more cohomology classes. For 12 4 and 
k 3 1 define uk.1 E Hz’-*E2’S7 inductively, on k, by the following formulae: 
~1.1 = e *‘-I5 @ CT @ u in H “-*E2S7 
(6.11) 
1-I 
uk.1 = [I, uk-I.11 + c e*‘-*“+I @ zk4.m @ zk-l.m in H 2’-2E2kS7, 
m=3 
6.12 LEMMA. sq’&, = &,I. 
Proof. This is the usual sort of induction on k using (4.10) and (4.20) to compute 
Sq’&, and the inductive hypothesis‘and (4.17) to identify it with &I. 
Next for 12 5 and k B 1 define uk.[ E H 2’-3E2kS7 inductively, on k, by the following 
formulae: 
U1.I = 0 in H 21-3E2S7. 
I-I 
ok.1 = [I7 uk-I.ll + mz4 e 2’-2m+‘-‘@ &-,,m @ &_,,m in H 21-3E2kS7. cm 
Here &.I is defined in (6.11). 
6.14 LEMMA. Fork E 1 and 13 5, Sq2ak,l = Sq2Sq’vk.i. 
Proof. This is the usual sort of induction on k. Lemma 6.12 is crucial. 
Proof of (6.10). If k = 1 then &_I.! = 0 and the result is trivial. If k > 2 then the 
following formula holds: 
[ak-1.h Sq*ak-I.,] = S43[~k-l.,, s4’~k-I.l] + sq*[s&k-I,,, ak-,,,I 
+ S43S4’(l @ uk-I.1 @ vk4.l) + s4*(10S4fi~_,.,0S4frt_,.,). 
The verification of this formula is a straightforward but tedious exercise using (4.10). 
This completes the proof of (6.2) and therefore proves Theorem D. 
In view of Lemma 6.12 and Theorem 1.2 
%J(~(g)*y2f-,) = @(y*Zk.f) = ?*(uk., ’ %*uk.,). 
Therefore one might hope to be able to show that 7*(&l . Sq2Uk,,) = 0 and possibly 
simplify the proof of Theorem D. I was unable to do this, indeed the reason for 
introducing the equation &I = Sq’ak.r + Sq4bk.r was t0 get around the difficulty arising 
from this line of proof. 
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